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TRACE is to return to.
TRACE is a residue. 
TRACE is a sign of things to come.
TRACE is hope.

TRACE is the existence, or passing, of something.
TRACE is out of place.
TRACE is to find or discover.
TRACE is to copy over an existing mark.
TRACE is to encounter something lost.

TRACE is to find the trail in the night.
TRACE is to find the origin.
TRACE is to give an overview.
TRACE is the path something takes.

TRACE is to mark.
TRACE is to track.

TRACE is something too small to be accurately measured.

TRACE is tractus.
TRACE is the sum of the elements in the principal diagonal of a square matrix.
TRACE is to track down electronically.
TRACE is the straps by which a horse is attached to a vehicle.

TRACE is to follow the leads.
TRACE is to find the abandoned.
TRACE is discursive.
TRACE is to cover up.
TRACE is to vanish without itself.

TRACE is without sarcasm.
TRACE is without accent.
TRACE is with the faintest smile.

TRACE is to find something by carefully looking.
TRACE is to test and track.
TRACE is not an object of scientific discovery.
TRACE is being recorded. Tap to stop.

TRACE is the insertion of space within time at the point where the world inclines itself towards the past.
TRACE is a metaphor.
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TRACE is simultaneously and inseparably inscription and interval.
TRACE is co-indexed with who.
TRACE is the same length as a recorded pulse length.
TRACE is now at the front line of efforts to prevent further outbreaks.
TRACE is an edge that is abandoned.
TRACE is predicted to move the same amount at the next step.
TRACE is important in deconstruction.
TRACE is reducing your carbon footprint.
TRACE is following a trail that was left behind by the movement of a shipment or an asset.
TRACE is a precise nanosecond-precision timestamp.
TRACE is voice quality troubleshooting.
TRACE is more effective than its larger, commercially available counterparts.
TRACE is not allowed for the URL.
TRACE is happening in very small amounts.

TRACE is a place of becoming
TRACE is a conditional compilation symbol.
TRACE is the most minimal form of life.
TRACE is correct in context, with reliable sources.
TRACE is not just one more word.
TRACE is what happens when you have your ups and downs, but in the end, it is all good.
TRACE is your civic duty.
TRACE is, as you know, a mark here and now of something else, of something not-here and not-now.
TRACE is a crucial part of mediation.
TRACE is difficult and paradoxical.

TRACE is investigated through inscription.
TRACE is sensitive.
TRACE is nothing.
TRACE is no thing.
TRACE is all it takes.
TRACE is just visible to the naked eye.
TRACE is not framed as metaphysical.
TRACE is a philosophical concept.
TRACE is something that, once found, points one in the right direction.

TRACE is neither ground, nor foundation.
TRACE is distinct and different.
TRACE is a cause of the cognitive episode.
TRACE is from a class that extends function.
TRACE is controlled by the subnetwork configuration.
TRACE is presenting itself as something that becomes effaced.
TRACE is a progressive actualisation.
TRACE is one form this message takes.

TRACE is dynamic.
TRACE is as much movement as it is substance.
TRACE is as much protention towards a future as it is retention of a past.
TRACE is a meaning that is never neutral.
TRACE is always already differing from itself.

TRACE is an ever-ending affirmation of questioning.
TRACE is a democratising gesture.
TRACE is suggestive of a possible future.
TRACE is taking art out of the gallery.

TRACE is an exhibition as a book.
TRACE is an exhibition of six artists.
TRACE is something born from a pandemic.
TRACE is something created from precarity, uncertainty, apprehension, sweat and tears, sadly more often than 
laughter.
TRACE is an immense, cooperative achievement.
TRACE is what makes it all worthwhile.

Andrew Bracey is an artist and co-programme leader of MA Fine Art at the University of Lincoln.

TRACE is also something that makes me lost for words.
TRACE is also something that gives me hope for what is to come, whilst in the present.
TRACE is also something that makes me pop with emotion and pride.
TRACE is also something that is testament to the collective strength of creativity. 
TRACE is also something that makes me thankful for working with such amazing artists.
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Instagram: @mariapearsonart | @ln2lockdown
https://www.mariapearsonart.co.uk/lockdowntraces

Email: mariapearsonart@gmail.com

More and more we are finding ourselves living 
in fast forward...with little time to catch a 
breath.  

busy lives leave less time...  Stop!  Pause...  Slow 
down...  any leisure time comes at a premium.

Pearson allows her creativity to bring a pause.  

Spending time slowly...  collecting...  reviewing...  
recycling...  reusing...  and renewing... 

Choosing materials from old and new. 

undervalued...  overlooked...  ordinary...  and 
close to hand, remnants with a past life, 
embracing the imperfect.

Working in a naïve and playful manner.

Pearson’s working methods grow and spread 
rhizomatically; quietly excavating from within 
the mundane moments of the everyday. The 
discoveries formed from life’s margins are 
centred; a trace evidence of her progress...  
things being noticed, repeated, paused...  
recovered.  seemingly in a state of flux... 

MARIA PEARSON
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Instagram: @gapinthelens
Email: georgiapreece.uk@gmail.com

Georgia Preece is a socially conscious 
research artist. Their practice concerns itself 
with themes of social and political injustice, as 
well as the dangers encompassed within the 
current ecological epoch. They are interested 
in the creation of visual metaphors, which aim 
to celebrate and memorialise communities 
who are opposed by the state. 

Themes of resistance and uprising have a 
consistent presence within their practice, 
fueled by their own encounters with 
environmental activism, and inspiration from 
protest participation within their family history. 
Interested in themes of uprising not only as a 
subject matter, but as its own form of practice, 
they recontextualise the performative qualities 
of protest, to explore its potential as form of 
artistic practice.  

In their recent works Preece explores the 
relationship between the UK government and 
the public, focusing specifically on the police 
as a weapon for the state, and the treatment 
of marginalised communities within times of 
political and social unrest. 

GEORGIA PREECE
In The People Leading Liberty they explore 
the complex power dynamic between the 
police and the public. Working with plaster to 
create heavy and impractical representations 
of riot shields which are used as prompts 
for performance work. The shields echo the 
characteristics of the police force as a heavy 
weight on the shoulders of many communities, 
and an outdated impractical system that is 
damaged by its own fragility. These shields are 
an invitation for performance and collaboration, 

In 60,000+ clay representations of disposable 
face masks act as a commentary on the 
Tory governments treatment of minority 
groups. Through the Covid-19 pandemic, the 
government’s perception of working class lives 
as disposable has been transparent, as well as 
their disregard for the lives of black and minority 
ethnic groups, the elderly, disabled and lgbtq+ 
lives as disposable was highlighted. However 
these photographs of sculptures aim to not 
only act as memorial, but as a celebration of 
resistance, the flag inspired movement of the 
sculpture harks back to the tricolour flag in 
Liberty Leading the People and is a statement 
of defiance and uprising.
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Instagram: @michelleholmesart
Email: michelle.y.I.holmes@gmail.com

Michelle Holmes dissolves prescription and 
store bought medication in a Petri dish, which 
is then dehydrated and casted in resin, and 
responds to this with spoken word poetry. 
The aim of her practice is to raise awareness 
of Endometriosis, a condition many women 
struggle with. This is achieved by a Macro 
Lens camera recording the destruction of the 
artificially made tablet in the Perti dish, the 
outcome is then exhibited to make a lasting 
impression on the spectator. 

Michelle’s practice is a scientific experiment 
put into the context of Art. The images provide 
an array of colours and textures that have been 
created through the dissolving process. The 
intricate details seen within the images are 
formed by a chemical reaction of the tablets 
as they are dissolved in water, are dehydrated 
and cast in resin. 

This experimental combination of Art and 
Science provides intellectual information about 
medication and our bodies, and raises scientific 
questions and advances. The project’s aim is to 
make the internal, external; to make the bodily 
processes intimate; and to raise questions and 
awareness about Endometriosis.

MICHELLE LOUISE HOLMES
Michelle’s practice is an autobiographical 
story of her journey since being diagnosed 
with Endometriosis; Michelle’s work is also an 
escape from this condition. Spoken word poetry 
is performed surrounded by these reminders 
of an incurable, painful disorder that’s within 
her body and about accepting her body which 
has overcome much trauma. Michelle does 
this as she feels that it is important to share 
her experiences, as it stresses the importance 
of medication, while also raising awareness of 
Endometriosis. 

Michelle Holmes will have poems which will 
need to be listened to when viewing the image 
it corresponds to, the viewer can find the poems 
on the TRACE Website, on her Artist Page.
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Instagram: @wainwrightmmh
Email: martine.wainwright@icloud.com

Martine Wainwright is a multi-disciplinary 
artist, whose practice is concerned with a 
return to artisanal ways of production. Working 
with inks, paints, corn fibre, flax and apple 
leather produced from kitchen waste and 
produce grown on her allotment, she situates 
her artwork within the broader context of 
sustainable practice.   

For Wainwright, the process of creating and 
looking at a painting or sculpture are intimately 
related.  Early on, she establishes a physical 
relationship with her materials. For example, 
the dimensions start from her body width with 
arms stretched out from above and sideways, 
expanding or contracting until the scale is right.  
She allows the physicality of the materials to 
dictate the work and applies layers and layers 
of home-made natural pigments and inks and 
draws with a scalpel to give her work gravity.

Her latest installations are a response to her 
surrounding urban landscape.    They are 
not depictions of the fabric of the landscape 
and architecture within the landscape.  The 
viewer is absorbing an experience rather 
than consciously ordering it.  Wainwright says 
that this appears to be close to the way she 
responds when she is outside.

MARTINE WAINWRIGHT
Normally, when standing in front of art, the 
viewer is determined to comprehend and 
process the experience.  What Wainwright is 
trying to do is negate this kind of processing 
by slowing down the way we look at art, so that 
the experience of looking takes the form of a 
genuine physical response.  This moment is 
a very particular kind of state to be in.  The 
viewer responds to the painting/sculpture 
process, bodily on a sensual level and not in 
depicting its visual appearance.  The sensual 
nature of an encounter with the work suggests 
that the viewer, rather than the artwork or 
artist, becomes the subject of their perceptual 
process.
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Allotment produced apple leather and natural pigments
210cm x 115cm
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Allotment produced natural pigments on hand-woven linen
150cm x 125cm
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Instagram: @jodiehogarthphotographyandart
Facebook: @JodieHogarthPhotography

Email: jodiehogarthphotography@outlook.com

Jodie Hogarth is a British contemporary artist 
who received a BA (Hons) in Photography 
from the University of Lincoln in 2018. Her 
mixed media artwork combines photography 
with abstract painting. Hogarth began 
photographically documenting various bee 
species throughout the summer periods. 
She gained in-depth knowledge by spending 
time with professional bee keepers and 
witnessing the honey bees’ behaviour within 
an observation hive.

In order to produce her work Hogarth uses 
alcohol inks as they contain the chemicals 
ethanol and isopropanol. These are inert 
ingredients which can be found in some 
pesticide formulations. Bees are part of a 
group of pollinators that have been greatly 
affected by the use of pesticides.  Pesticides 
are increasingly being regulated following the 
research into dramatic declines in wildlife. 
However, there are far less restrictions on their 

JODIE HOGARTH
use within non edible crops, such as in the cut 
flower industry. 
Hogarth’s images feature real flowers, which 
are a mixture of organically grown flowers from 
her own garden and mass-produced shop 
bought flowers, to help call attention to these 
issues. Through the natural geometric shapes 
that she uses to display her artwork and the use 
of dying, withered flowers she aims to create 
pieces of art that a viewer can engage with and 
that will provoke an emotional connection.

The main message in Hogarth’s practice is to 
emphasise the importance of pollinators and 
highlight the devastating impact of pesticides, 
both on pollinators and their wider impact on 
the environment. 
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Hogarth’s artwork has been created with the 
aim of bringing awareness to the plight of 
pollinators; in particular the bee species. Her 
work combines the scientific with the aesthetic 
and she uses natural, circular shapes, layering 
alcohol inks with flowers; finally printing them 
onto aluminium.

The series of six circles begin with beautiful 
live flowers moving to dying and culminating in
dry, dehydrated, dead flowers to signify 
the destructive elements of pesticide and 
insecticide use.

The 3-dimensional sculpture has been made 
from hexagonal wooden pieces painted with 
alcohol inks and each is labelled with the name 
and number of a chemical element that can 
be found within pesticides or insecticides. The 
design was inspired by molecular structures 
and it represents my artistic interpretation of 
a chemical elements table which has been 
created to draw attention to the vast amounts 
of chemicals used by humans.

Decline of The Pollinators
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Instagram: @biff.art
Email bethanjones97@gmail.com

Bethan Jones is a contemporary artist whose 
practice is driven by how traumatic memories 
stay with us, haunt us and are triggered by 
involuntary memories.
She investigates into the reliance of memory 
and just how unreliable it can be. With some 
parts of our memory simply not being true 
and how we create a memory from an event 
or time that we did not attend, but simply by 
looking at a photograph and being told a story 
about it we then have enough information for 
a memory to be created and associated within 
that photograph.

Positive early memories are something that 
we cherish and commonly enjoy reminiscing 
on. Bethan pixelates and then paints old 
photographs of herself as a child, specifically 
photos that she has a vivid memory associated 
with but cannot remember the photograph 
being taken itself.  The pixels in her artwork 
are a representation of our memories being 
stored digitally and how we may not have 
certain memories if it wasn’t for them being 
photographed. The oil paint pixels create a 
flatness she is looking for to resemble a late 
90’s printed photograph. 

BETH JONES
Without technology we would not have, or 
retain, some of our memories. It has never 
been easier to photograph a place or an event 
that we want to remember forever. The main 
message in Jones’ work is to question what 
organic memory is when that almost all of our 
memories are from photographs created by 
and documented on technology platforms. 
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Jones’ art looks at exploring the reliability in 
our memories and how the use of photography 
is affecting our memories. Almost all of our 
memories are from photographs and only a 
few of our memories are organic, the pixels 
are representation of technology within our 
memories.

7500 is a painting to the scale of 200cm x 
150cm and consists of 7500 squares, all 
of which have been sectioned off and used 
masking tape to ensure they all have perfectly 
straight edges, to replicate a pixel.

The image on the following page is a to-scale 
image of her work.

7500
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Abstract Art: Art that does not represent external reality 
but uses different colours and shapes to produce an 
artistic representation of a theme or object. (Hogarth)

ACAB: [Acronym]: All Cops Are Bastards (or 1312). An 
expression coined in skinhead culture that gained 
popularity through Black Lives Matter. This statement 
is not a comment on the individual lives of officers, but 
highlights the reality that their role in the force makes 
them complicit in a system that actively oppresses 
groups of people who are opposed by the state. (Preece)
 
Alcohol Inks: Fast drying inks with an alcohol base for 
fluid painting that can be used on non-porous surfaces. 
(Hogarth)

Aluminium:  A metal produced for the first time in the 
early 1800’s.  Chemical element 13 / symbol Al in the 
Periodic table.  As it has been used to a great extent only 
recently it is referred to as a marker of the Anthropocene 
era. (Hogarth)

Apple leather: Vegan leather made from apple core and 
skin. (Wainwright)

Anthropocene: The current geologic period of time, 
an epoch. A time when humans have had such an 
environmental impact on Earth that we have altered its 
processes. (Hogarth)

Art: A form of expressionism and can be a very powerful 
way of portraying a message. It is a way in which people 
can appreciate an art piece, yet also gain knowledge 
from a source even without realising it. (Hogarth)

Art: Much like Endometriosis, it grows where you don’t 
want it to, spreads everywhere, is incurable. (Holmes)

Art: Subjective, difficult to define, which is why people 
create art. It is all about how you experience art. (Jones) 

Art: Is life and life is art. (Pearson)

GLOSSARY
Art: A struggle. The process of navigating the translation 
of ideas. Material with both critical and revolutionary 
potential. (Preece)

Art: Is my way of life. (Wainwright)
Alum: Is a naturally basic mordant widely used in the 
ancient world and now easily found in the spice aisle.  
It will sometimes help berries retain a red hue and can 
help natural yellow colours stay vibrant (Wainwright)

Artificially Made: Made by human skill; produced by 
humans (opposed to natural):  imitation of; simulated; 
lacking naturalness or spontaneity; forced; contrived. 
(Holmes)

Autobiographical: [Of a written work] dealing with the 
writer’s own life. (Holmes)

Beeswax: A natural substance produced and secreted 
by Honey bees (genus Apis) which forms the structure 
of a honeycomb within a hive. Beeswax can be melted 
at high temperatures but sets again within seconds. 
(Hogarth)
 
Berry Inks: Inks made from berries by freezing, thawing 
then crushing..The more vibrant, succulent, fresh and 
local the berries are, the better the ink.  Not to be eaten 
as some berries are poisonous. (Wainwright)

Binder : The glue (fish scales in Wainwright’s practice) 
that binds particles of colour to water, or whatever other 
medium used.  Binders thicken and make ink shinier. 
(Wainwright)
 
Bleeding or Bleedthrough: the effect of ink soaking 
through paper or textile so much that it crosses over 
to the other side.  For the experimental inkmaker, they 
lead to some interesting effects. (Wainwright)

Calcined: Heated to cause loss of moisture. (Wainwright)

Encoded: To convert into a coded form. (Jones)

Endometriosis: Endometriosis is a condition where 
tissue similar to the lining of the womb starts to grow in 
other places, such as the ovaries and fallopian tubes. 
Endometriosis can affect women of any age. A long-
term condition that can have a significant impact on 
your life. (NHS) (Holmes)

 Fugitive: Colours prone to fading when exposed sunlight 
or washing, as opposed to colourfast. (Wainwright)

Glair: A binder made from egg whites, traditionally used 
in painting illuminated manuscripts. (Wainwright)

Hull: The dry outer covering of a fruit, seed, or nut. 
(Wainwright)
 
Involuntary Memories: A sub-component of memory 
that occurs when cues encountered in everyday life 
evoke recollections of the past without conscious effort.
(Jones)

Macro Lens: A lens suitable for taking photographs 
unusually close to the subject. (Holmes)

Mineral Pigments: Pigments made from crushed or 
ground rocks.  Used to make different art mediums 
including oil paint and tempera paint. (Wainwright)
 
Mixed Media:  The use of two or more mediums in one 
composition. (Hogarth)

Oak Galls: Also known as nutgalls, or oak apples are a 
tannin-rich growth on oak trees produced when a wasp 
lays her eggs in the leaf buds of the tree.  Oak galls can 
be used as a dye or a mordant. (Wainwright)

Organic memory: A memory that you can remember 
and recollect from your own memory. (Jones)
 
Pesticides: A man made substance created to destroy 
insects or weeds to protect crops or other plants. This 
term includes herbicides and insecticides. (Hogarth)
 
Petri Dish: A shallow, circular, transparent dish with a 
flat lid, used for the culture of microorganisms. (Oxford 
English Dictionary) (Holmes)

Pigment: The ‘colour’ part of the ink, earth or rock 
used to make paint.  Dry insoluble particles, usually 
pulverized, which, when suspended in liquid or bound 
to water, form a paint, ink, or dye bath. (Wainwright)

Pineblack soot: Soot from burning resinous pine wood. 
(Wainwright)

Pixel: Short for “Picture Element.” These small little 
squares which are what make up digital images. (Jones)

Plane: [Of art] a flat or level surface of a material body 
that can also be imagined in space.  A level of existence, 
thought or development (physical | virtual)... Everything 
is connected. (Pearson)

Police: A weapon for the state, an extension of the 
oppressive force facilitated by the government. See also 
ACAB. (Preece)

Readymade: Everyday objects, often mass produced, 
defined as art by the artist.  A term first coined by Artist 
Marcel Duchamp in 1913. (Pearson)

Reminiscing: Indulge in enjoyable recollection of past 
events. (Jones)

Resin: A sticky flammable organic substance, insoluble 
in water, exuded by some trees and other plants (notably 
fir and pine). (Oxford English Dictionary) (Holmes)

Resistance: A tension, building frustration. The 
increasing friction before the spark to revolution. 
(Preece) 

Revolution: The point where collective resistance boils 
over into something bigger, it is the moment where 
change becomes inevitable despite opposition. (Preece)

Rhizome: [of art] unexpected connections, expanding 
fields, copying and repetition and deconstruction and 
failure and multiplicity and assemblage and wandering 
and pause and slowness and speed and in-between-
ness and thinking and action and possibilities... endless. 
(Pearson)
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Sculpture [physiological]: The appearance of motion in 
the sculpture. (Wainwright)

Shellac: A yellow resin formed from the secretions of 
the lac insect, a beetle, and used in making varnish and 
India ink. (Wainwright)

Shifu: Woven cloth from spun paper threads.  Originally 
practiced in Japan. (Wainwright)

Spoken Word Poetry: A poetic performance art that 
is word-based. It is an oral art that focuses on the 
aesthetics of word play such as intonation and voice 
inflection. (Oxford English Dictionary) (Holmes)

Tannic Acid: Organic acid found in most plants.
(Wainwright)

Tannin: An organic substance that is particularly intense 
in the nuts and barks of oak trees, the hulls of black 
walnut. (Wainwright)

TRACE: Something that has been left behind or 
forgotten. A sense of the present and the past. Visible 
and the unseen. A particle… a trail. (Hogarth)

TRACE: To investigate the source of something, and the 
origin and development of it through experimentation. 
Evidence of the former existence, influence, or action 
of an object, phenomenon, or event. Follow and to 
discover by investigation of the artificially made object. 
(Holmes)

TRACE [As in memory]: A transient or long-term change 
in the brain that represents something (such as an 
experience) encoded as a memory. Normally when 
we learn things, memory traces are first stored in the 
brain in an unstable temporary form that can easily be 
disrupted by distractions. It is in this time that details in 
our memories can change, resulting in us remembering 
a memory incorrectly. (Jones)

TRACE (Noun): a surviving mark, sign or evidence of the 
former existence, influence, or action of some agent or 
event; vestige.

(Verb) (used without object): to go back in history, 
ancestry, or origin; date back in time.
(Verb): Find or discover by investigation. (Wainwright)

TRACE: The invisible fibers of uprising that settle prior 
to revolution. Unseen layers of oppression that settle, 
layering up, creating friction, resistance. (Preece)

TRACE: Surviving evidence of existence, barely 
expression...  small... a trace of traces.  Left by, of less...  
wild or open, of something, lightly drawn...  the record, 
the intersection, the principal, the visible, the screen...  
empty but has been... transformational... obsolete. 
Tracing backward from evidence...  existence, history...  
development by investigation.  Draw, copy...  the original, 
transparent...  imprinting in a manner, writing without 
origin in time, one’s self-registering record, broken…  
(Pearson) 
 
Transient:  Lasting only for a short time. (Jones)

Tory: A well fed person, who veils their disregard for 
human and non human life under the disguise of 
conservatism and traditionalism. Potential (but not 
essential) synonyms include: Climate Denier, Abelist, 
Racist, Misogynist, Homophobe, TERF and Brexiteer. 
(Preece)

Vivid: Producing powerful feelings or strong, clear 
images in the mind. (Jones) 

Waste: [Of art] A resource, a material, rejected, 
undervalued, worthless, readymade, recycled, reused.  
Imbued with potential for a second life. (Pearson)

Yupo Paper: A non-porous, waterproof, synthetic paper 
that is 100% recyclable. The substrate is made from 
polypropylene pellets and formed by fusing  three layers 
together.  As it is non-porous it is the ideal base for 
alcohol inks allowing them to blend ,flow and keep their 
vibrant colours. (Hogarth)
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Special thanks to Dr Adrian Goodman and Dr Elisa Frasnelli at the 
University of Lincoln for allowing me to visit the observation hive 
throughout my time studying on the MA course. Kindly inviting me 
to exhibit the photos I had taken from the hive at the Lincolnshire 
Beekeepers Association autumn event was an invaluable opportunity. 
It allowed me to gain a much greater understanding and insight into 
the honey bee species, learning from those who responsibly care 
and educate others about these wonderful pollinators and I am very 
thankful for your help. (Jodie Hogarth)

I would like to thank my partner Phil, who helped a number of us edit 
our Trace shots. Phil, you are truly an amazing man, thank you for 
your constant love and support throughout the MA, I love you. To my 
family, Rebecca, Ryan, Aaron and all the gang, thank you for always 
being there for me and showing me constant love and support. To my 
Mum, I miss you. Thank you for always watching over me. I hope you 
are proud. (Michelle Holmes) 

A special thanks to Andrew and Martin for their hard work at guiding 
and supporting me through my MA. A special thanks to Izzy for 
recording my TRACE video for me and helping me with the editing as 
well as support. A special thanks to Amanda and Brian who helped 
fund my materials for my artwork and support me with anything I 
needed, as always. A special thanks to Rosie and James who also 
supported me through this time and through my work. (Bethan Jones)

I would like to give my special thanks to Chris, Nicole, Callum and 
Ellie for all your patience and support throughout my MA adventure. 
Thanks for listening... and for the kicks up the bum when I was feeling 
less confident.  Thanks for putting up with my constant kerfuffle close 
to deadlines, for wiping away the tears and being generous with your 
hugs...  Gracen and Milo (Pumpkin & Bean)... although you are both 
too small to understand just yet... Thank you both for being my greatest 
distractions when needed. I don’t know where I would be without each 
and every one of you... Thank you, from my heart. X (Maria Pearson)

SPECIAL THANKS
For Brian Smith, my oldest friend, thank you for the memories. Special 
thanks must be said for Téo, Maeve and the amazing creatives who 
I have met through cross collaboration, whose love and support has 
allowed my practice to evolve in ways that I never would have imagined. 
Thank you to my Mom, Dad, Nan and Brother for supporting me at 
every step, for always being by my side. For the dear friends who stood 
by me, even through the distance: thank you for the virtual brews, the 
celebrations and the unwavering friendship. For Robin Williamson, for 
making me want to be a better artist. To all the above, thank you for 
standing by me through the tears, the stress, the wobbles, the joy and 
the laughter. For the Frequency 2019 team, for the most incredible 
experience, for reassuring me that I’m on the right path. Thanks must 
be said to The Angel Coffee House and it’s staff, where the majority 
of my work throughout this master’s degree was produced, thank you 
for the brews, and for the friendship. As always, for my grandad, my 
inspiration in everything I do. (Georgia Preece)

Special thanks must be said for my Son, James, whose love and 
support has allowed my practice to evolve way, way beyond what I ever 
imagined.  Thank you for being my pillar of strength and for supporting 
every creative endeavour.  You are such an inspiration in everything I 
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